UTILIZING AN ASSESSMENT DESIGN FRAMEWORK TO MAP RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DEVELOP HIGH QUALITY ASSESSMENTS

The design of high quality science assessment items is essential to building high quality science instructional programs. But if we can’t measure progress, how will we know when it occurs? Where in the process should we begin and what will guide our assessment design approaches? This paper discusses two familiar frameworks: the assessment triangle created by National Research Council (NRC 2001) and the BEAR Assessment System (Wilson 2004) and demonstrates how the use of a flexible assessment design framework not only informs the task of creating items but makes both the research design process, the design of items, and ultimately changes in instruction more accessible, coherent, and transparent.
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The NRC assessment triangle and the BEAR Assessment System


Any assessment is based on three interconnected elements or foundations: the aspects of achievement that are to be assessed (cognition), the tasks used to collect evidence about students’ achievement (observation), and the methods used to analyze the evidence resulting from the tasks (interpretation). To understand and improve educational assessment, the principles and beliefs underlying each of these elements, as well as their interrelationships, must be made explicit. (NRC 2001)

The assessment triangle (Figure 1) provides a surprisingly simple and accessible entry point for considering the major components of the assessment-learning-teaching cycle. But exploration and elaboration of the relationships between these components is essential if these frameworks are going to be useful to researchers and teachers. In Constructing Measures (Wilson 2004), a much more detailed assessment design approach is presented that is organized around four building blocks (Figure 2) within a highly iterative instrument design process. One of the most promising and relevant features of Wilson’s approach is its reliance on a single explicit developmental construct as the first building step in the process.
Figure 1. The National Research Council’s assessment triangle. (NRC 2001)

Figure 2. The four building blocks of the BEAR Assessment System (Wilson 2004)
One of the most promising and relevant features of Wilson’s approach is its reliance on a single explicit developmental construct as the first building step in the process:

A construct map, which defines a latent variable or construct, is used to represent a cognitive theory of learning consistent with a developmental perspective. This building block is grounded in the principle that assessments are to be designed with a developmental view of student learning. (Kennedy 2005)

Previous work has already shown how both the NRC and Wilson frameworks can be easily aligned with each other. This relationship can be seen in Table 1 and in Figure 3, the original diagram from Kennedy (2005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NRC Assessment Triangle</th>
<th>Wilson’s Four Building Blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognition</td>
<td>Construct Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>Items Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation</td>
<td>Outcome Space and Measurement Model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The alignment between the NRC assessment triangle (NRC 2001) and the four building blocks of the BEAR Assessment System (Wilson 2004)

Original diagram from The BEAR Assessment System: A Brief Summary (Kennedy 2005)
The Relationship Between Components

Although the major components of each framework are easily labeled and aligned, the need for a more detailed elaboration about the relationship between components (vertices) and how these relationships can inform the research design process and the design of items remains a rich area of research with plenty of geography to explore. In this paper, I hope to cover some of that terrain by describing several open questions in current assessment research methodology on learning progressions in science, and demonstrate how these frameworks can be used to improve the research question regarding learning progressions as well as the design of assessment items to locate students along those progressions.

What follows are several examples of research questions from a current project being conducted by the Berkeley Evaluation and Assessment Research Center at the University of California, Berkeley, and how these open questions map to the frameworks and help to refine the research question within the broader context of assessment, learning, and teaching.1

For the purposes of this demonstration and mapping, only the approach described in Wilson’s Constructing Measures will be used, but a similar mapping could take place with the NRC assessment triangle.

Using the Framework to Map Research Questions and to Design Items

Example 1. Literacy and Language issues in Middle School Science.

The San Francisco Unified School District identified, among several priorities, the science achievement of English Language Learners and how literacy and language challenges can serve as barriers to accessing math and science content in middle school.2 That research question can be stated simply as:

How can we overcome literacy and language challenges?

1 I was suddenly struck by the earlier drafts of this paper which had these three words in a much more traditional (and much less thoughtful) order (eg. Teaching, learning, and assessment) One hope for this paper is a much more careful consideration of this mighty trinity in education. One that has the terrible habit of considering assessment at the end of the teaching and learning process.
2 The SERP-SF project is a collaboration between the San Francisco Unified School District, the University of California at Berkeley, Stanford University, and the Strategic Education Research Partnership described here http://www.serpinstitute.org/about/field-sites/san-francisco.php in a co-development effort with middle school science teachers.
At first glance, this may appear to be a reasonable and clearly stated research question. But rather than a research question, it is actually an improperly stated goal (i.e. Goal: To overcome literacy and language challenges and improve student achievement.) Are literacy and language issues an instructional issue, a cognitive issue, or an assessment issue? The answer, unsurprisingly, is “yes”. The original research question very quickly blossoms into several more specific and important research questions:

How can we study, understand, intervene, and overcome literacy and language challenges?

How can we deal with this cluster of related research questions?

Mapping a Research Question to the Construct Map (First Building Block)

By using the BEAR Assessment System and the framework provided by the four building blocks, the need to unpack the question becomes more apparent. The first step might be to consider the potential cognitive issues regarding literacy and language. Do students with different language skills and raised in diverse cultures have a “different” way of thinking? Do students from Guatemala or China differ systematically in the way they think about matter or energy? For practical (and potentially political) reasons, the participants in this research project do not expect any kind of cognitive differences between students of different language abilities and native cultures, except to say that students who are struggling with English as a second language may also be struggling with the science concepts that language is meant to represent.

Mapping a Research Question to the Items Design (Second Building Block)

The role of the items design is to develop questions, tasks, or student “performances” that reveal student thinking along the construct (learning progression) of interest. These are typically questions or “items” on a test that take a variety of forms ranging from multiple choice questions to more open ended formats. In the case of the current project, one such learning progression is entitled “Heat Transfer Progress Map” and shown in Figure 4. Mapping the same research question from the previous section reveals a new set of design considerations and questions. How will we know English Language Learners (ELL) understand the question the way we intend? How will we ask them to respond, knowing their language skills may vary?
Figure 4. A screen capture of the current draft of a Heat Transfer Progress Map
For this particular project we addressed these questions in several ways. First, the teacher co-developers shared their classroom experience and specific knowledge of ELL students to describe examples of potential language issues and to develop a strategy for examining these issues. Second, they piloted items with small groups of students that included a variety of language proficiency levels. Third, they conducted “think alouds”, a technique for revealing student thinking by having students talk through items to give researchers a sense of their understanding in the moment. Fourth, language in items was adjusted to reflect teacher knowledge of potentially problematic language, as well as the data collected during the think alouds. And finally, some “drawing” items were developed that had very low reading and writing burdens, intending to reveal scientific thinking less encumbered by “construct irrelevant” demands (Figure 5.)

Figure 5. Six different student responses to the drawing item “Draw and label an example for each type of heat transfer:”
Mapping a Research Question to the Outcome Space (Third Building Block)

The role of the outcome space is an organized plan to make sense of student responses in a way that reflects progress along the construct (learning progression) of interest. The outcome space typically takes the form of scoring guides or rubrics, in which every response is placed in a single category, and the categories are comprehensive and mutually exclusive. In the case of the previous drawing item shown in Figure 5, the outcome space would make sense of student drawings by noting details that revealed different levels of student thinking and ability. Mapping the same research question from the previous section reveals a new set of design considerations and questions. How will we know English Language Learners (ELL) can respond to the question the way we intend? What details are most relevant to our learning progression regarding heat transfer? Are certain heat transfer contexts more accessible to ELL students?

Mapping a Research Question to the Measurement Model (Fourth Building Block)

The role of the measurement model is to have selected an appropriate method for analyzing the data that comes out of the previous step. This analysis should include a way to report results in a format that is consistent with the original conception of our learning progression, as well as provide validity evidence for the learning progression or suggestions about how to correct it. The BEAR Assessment System is based on the idea of starting with a learning progression or construct. The measurement model it uses comes from a family of models known as Rasch models that share an approach called Item Response Theory (IRT) Because the BAS is based on a construct approach that is compatible with the IRT approach, the only measurement issues that remain are the strength of evidence for validating the learning progression and questions about the “dimensionality” of the construct. This analysis will allow us to answer more clearly whether, for example, heat transfer is a single construct or multi-dimensional.

Conclusion

The design of high quality items is essential for the measurement of learning progressions and a principled and coherent design framework such as the BEAR Assessment System is a good example of an approach that highlights the key components of the assessment-learning-teaching cycle. Although this paper limited its discussion to one small example of research design issues regarding a learning progression in middle school science, the promise of using an assessment design framework to examine and refine the research questions, as well as the design of items to test learning progressions should not be underestimated.
Current State of the Research on the Heat Transfer Learning Progression

As of the submission date of this paper (6.10.09), an initial set of student responses has been collected for the heat transfer learning progression, and we are in the process of developing and testing the scoring guides that will provide the data to be analyzed.

Future Research Plans with the Heat Transfer Learning Progression

Our future research plans include the development of additional learning progressions at the middle school science level including both content based progressions (i.e. States of Matter, Structure of the Atom, etc.) but also some more unusual work trying to outline the structure of argumentation and use of evidence in science, as a dimension, separate from specific science content.
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